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The Belgian Delegation, being desirous of complying with

the recent recommendation by the Chairman's Committee regarding

work I.n sub-committees, that time for discussion be reserved as

far as possible for member of thesub committeeshasconfineded

itself to folliwIng the discussions. It believes, however, that

tt would be helpful at this point tcommunicatete itobservationsOn

and suggestions,ose that they may be taken into account for the

better preparation of the discussions in plenary session.

1/ -Article 26 igeneralal.eWsu.ugsent that tha sub-oommittee

make a clear statement to the plenary session on the ilityit of

Article 26. Our delegations will have to answer before their

Governments, and they in turn before their Parliaments, the

inevitable objection that Article 26 is valueless because the

matter ls already covered by the Statutefoe the International

Monetary Fund.

The existence of two statutes governing the same matter

in two different ways will be criticized as leading to duplica-

tionfot effort, conflictsfoe authority and the abusive practice

of playing offnore text against the other, despite all

precautlonary co-ordinating measures.
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Should the. sub-committee, however, still. be of the opinion.

that there are grounds for retaining two statutes governing the

same matter, then the sub-committee would do the plenary committee

a service. if it drew .up a table listing, and if possible commenting

on the various conclusions which might be arrivedat if, in the

case of a difficulty. over balance of payments, the following were

a) the Statute of the.International Monetary Fund,

b) or Articles 26 and following of the Charter, as they

stand,

c)orthe two statutes simultaneously,

d)and according to the-different periods.

2/ Article 26, paragraph 4: We wish to stress most emphatically,

that.-this provision vitiates the whole Charter, and is a radical

defect which destroyed any advantages to be found elsewhere in

this document.

This provision allows a country to restrict Its Imports to

essential products, provided that It -imports token quantities of

the others. Thus the Charter removes from the field of discussion

and consolidates the very worst kind of restrictive practice. It

perpetuates in an Instrument of international law that separation

of countries lnto watertight compartments which it was our duty

to fight against.

3/ Article 28, paragraph 1 .sub-Paragraphs (d) and (e); It

seemed hardly necessary to draw attention to the extremely confused

wording of these sub-paragraphs, which need to be completely


